Abstract-
INTRODUCTION The application of viscoelastic materials in structural elements like plates or shells during last decades is rapidly grown. The use of viscoelastic material as vibration induced elements and dampers used in structures in particular the flying vehicle structure has grown. Consequently, the analyses of this type of structures have gained momentum during recent years. There are many works published which deal with different aspects of viscoelastic behavior of composite plates [1] [2] [3] [4] . Some of them are reviewed below. Destabilization effect of the internal friction in a material was mentioned first in [5] and later in other works [6] [7] . The buckling analysis of viscoelastic plates subjected to dynamic loading in a nonlinear formulation with weak singular relaxation kernel is presented in [8] [9] [10] . The dynamic stability of fiber-reinforced laminated rectangular plates used first-order shear deformation theory was carried out in [11] . Viscoelastic body model is utilized to describe material damping was discussed in [12] . This relates the stability problem for elastic systems with that for viscoelastic systems [10, 12] . The BubnovGalerkin method is usually applied for solving the problems. It is important to study the instability of viscoelastic system with the lateral compressive force being taken into account. In the present, work the problem of the instabilityis solved for a viscoelastic plate in a supersonic gas flow. The influence of viscoelastic properties of the plate material, the external and aerodynamic damping, the flow speed, and compressive load characteristic on the value of critical parameters is discussed.
II. THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 2.1. A long viscoelastic plate
This work considersaninfinitely long viscoelastic plate with freely supported longer edges exposed to a supersonic flow with a constant velocity V (Fig.1) . 
Fig.1: The plate in a gas flow
where
Using the linear piston theory, the equation of motion of the plate is written in the following form:
where   (3) is sought in the form
where ) (t f n is unknown function of time. To obtain the function ) (t f n the Bubnov-Galerkin method will be used.
Substituting expression (7) 
From the equation (8) 
When the determinant of the Eq. (13) is equal to zero, one can obtain the reduced velocity of the flow as
where r is compressive load on the plate. Eq. (14) (11) and (12) From the condition of the existence of the nontrivial solutions (23a),we can obtain the expressions similar to the expressions (14) and (15). Thus, both approaches of the solution of IDE (8) give identical results. It is significant, when the loads N are compressive as can be seen from the equation (21), then it leads to a decrease cr V , and when N are the stretching forces, then it leads to an increase in the critical speed of flutter.
2.2.The rectangular viscoelastic plate
Next,consider the case of the rectangular plate. This problem has the same governing equation and boundary conditions as in 2.1.Assuming that the plate is compressed along the x axis by forces N ,and the equation (6) can be rewritten inthe following form
where . , 2 , , , ; 
